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Lincat CT1 Conveyor Toaster

  View Product 

 Code : CT1

  
 64% OFF   Sale 

£2,237.00

£804.99 / exc vat
£965.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 3 Working Days delivery

 - Next Working Day delivery - £42.50 + £42.50

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The Lincat conveyor toaster has a high output for
such a compact unit, ideal for breakfast buffets, busy
hotels and even works canteens. 

The conveyor speed and both upper and lower elements
are adjustable for precise and versatile control of
browning. This exceptional toaster also boasts individually
controlled heating elements for one-sided toasting of
teacakes, burger buns, and other products. Lincat slot
toasters feature powerful elements and extra deep slots. A
unique scissor-lift mechanism helps prevent toast from
jamming. There is no special installation required with the
CT1, you simply plug it in, this toaster is also capable of
producing 340 slices of toast per hour. For reliable
quantities of delicious golden toast then machine is for
you.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 398 410 668

Cm 39.8 41 66.8

Inches
(approx)

15 16 26

 Robust & reliable motor

 Chain driven

 High output from compact unit

 Adjustable speed settings & individually controllable

upper & lower elements

 Internal fan & effective insulation ensures exterior

panels stay sufficiently cool for safe operation

 13amp plug in supply

 Large easy to clean crumb tray

 Slices Of Toast Per Hour: 340 (depending on type of

bread)

 Optional Accessory: CT1/CC - Control panel cover to

prevent unauthorised adjustment of controls

Power Type : 642

Power Supply : 613

Material : Stainless Steel
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